Directions

Address
Spaces Gent, Zuiderpoort
Gaston Crommenlaan 8
9050 Gent
Belgium

By Road
FROM HIGHWAY Brussel (A10, E40):
• At the interchange Zwijnaarde, Use the right lane to follow signs for E17 toward Antwerpen/Gent
• Follow Gent Center, B401
• Take exit 1 - Ledeberg toward Ledeberg
• Continue on N444. Drive to Henri Joseph Reystraat
• At the roundabout, take the 1st exit onto Jacques Eggermontstraat/N444
• Continue onto Bellevue
• At the roundabout, take the 1st exit onto Henri Joseph Reystraat
• Destination will be on the right.

By public transport
FROM STATION GENT- SINT-PIETERS:
• Take buss: 9, 27, 28 or 96
• Stop at busstation Ledeberg Eggermontstraat (a 5 minute walk to your destination)
• Head north on the Hundelgemsesteenweg (40m)
• At the roundabout, take the 1st exit onto Bellevue (230m)
• At the roundabout, take the 1st exit onto the Henri Joseph Reystraat (40m)
• Turn right to Spaces Gent, Zuiderpoort